Note that these expressions involve the power operator which is computationally expensive.
For a limited range of base and exponent, the standard power function is replaced by the approximate expansion [1] . In the exceptional situation of (UL --UR) < 0, we assume that a (near) vacuum has formed at the cell interface and set all of the interface quantities to minimum values.
STAGE 2:
If the pressure jump across either wave is large (say, a factor of 10), then the guess for the intermediate pressure is modified using the strong shock relations.
If P* > 10 PL and P* > 10 Pn then both waves are taken to be strong shock waves and 
where
and If the pressure rises across the left-moving wave (i.e. P* > PL), the left wave is assumed to be a shock and density is obtained from the Rankine-Hugoniot relation as , [(7 + 1)P* + (7 -1)PL (11) PL = PL L-(-7 + I)PL + (7 1)P* 
The velocity of the wave (relative to the initial left state) is given by (14) where WSL is the velocity of the wave relative to the cell boundaries. 
